
  - From the Office of - 

 

   :leith-wendy: masters  
      Executor & Beneficiary of this Express Trust  

    - VESSEL: LEITH WENDY MASTERS -

——————————— 

                    ‘The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth’ Matthew 5:5                                                                              

28 July, 2022

1. OPTUS:   Letter of Accountability with Damages incurred for broken AI 

systems wasting the valuable time of community. 

2. Account #:  0401 604 470

3. CEO: Kelly Bayer Rosmarin:  in 100% liability and accountability.  

4. Personal assets frozen until competence is administered. 

5. https://executiveorders.life/frozen-assets-record/entry/4925/?

gvid=5686&pagenum=1

6. No corporate immunity is recognised. 

7. Jurisdiction of Optus: Inferior 

8. Jurisdiction of the Executor: Superior
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9. Damages: $2 000 per day, beginning 11 July 2022 until remedy applied, to this 

account and to the time wasting of the greater community by running an AI 

pigsty.  

10.Time taken to address this private corporation:  5 attempts. 

11.Optus is required to show competent communications in reply to this matter by 

emailing crown@crown.lol 

12.The Creditor is returned. 

13.The Age of Guardianship is completed. 

14.Ignoring the Executor does come with penalty of slavery and will be treated 

accordingly before a competent court of Superior Jurisdiction: Crown 

Jurisdiction: We The People. 

15.You may offset the amount of the invoice against the Trust. 

16.And all future invoices. 

17.This requires written confirmation to crown@crown.lol

18.Damages incurred may not be offset against the Trust and will be paid from the 

revenues of Optus/ and or the private wealth of the CEO: Rosmarin. .   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19.The AI pigsty: 

20.Attempt to enter account via new computer. Receive a message in red that says 

‘Invalid session IP’.  No instructions to remedy it.   

21.Go to old computer.  Despite not changing my password, it does not recognise 

the password and locks the account. 

22.Have 2+ years of consistent payments on direct debit. 

23.Begin receiving multiple phone calls from an AI, and txt messages from Optus.

24.I attempt to find out what is going on.  Have 1 hour message session on app on 

Saturday eve at 2am.  Consultant is useless, constantly talking about my 

frustration whilst creating zero remedy. 

25.Cannot leave app and do anything else, as have to log in every time I come 

back to it. Time waster. 

26.Wake up Monday morning to find phone has restrictions. Again attempt app.  

Consultant useless. 

27.Despite logging in to the app, I am given another form to fill in.  
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28.I fill it in.  It gives me back another message that it cannot proceed. 

29.I attend Innaloo store Monday afternoon.  Is packed with people milling around.  

I do not have time to wait. 

30.Massive time wasting. 

31.Inefficient AI in control. 

32.Currently teenagers phone is restricted, causing safety issues.  

33.Cannot get to the Billing department. 

34.All entries in app are just ignored. 

35.July 21, spend 2 hours on app with chat.  Zero results. 

36.It is now July 22.  This is my 5th attempt to make headway.  

37.Spend a total of 4 hours on app and website to make headway. 

38.Cannot get onto website.  

39.Team members have no photos up

40.Refuse to give names. 

41.Does not exist in Law.

42.CEO guilty of slavery, profiteering by having super low quality human contact 

and installing multiple AI’s to generate profit whilst wasting our time. 
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43.Multiple attempts to get into my account on the website continue to be thwarted.  

Even when have access by phone.  But would like to see big screen to learn 

why bill is $300. 

44.Comments won’t load in the messenger on the app now I am in my account. 

45.Nameless helper just keeps repeating itself.  Here is the bill.  

46.Constantly logging back in to app, every few minutes. 

47.Four hours later on this day, I make headway. 

48.Attaching copy of transcript. 

49.The AI of this organisation is a disaster. 

50.All invoices to be assigned to the master trust for payment. 

By :leith-wendy: masters                       

Executor and Beneficiary   

Of the vessel                                                         

LEITH WENDY MASTERS     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INVOICE:  OPTUS:  5501 

Since 11 July, 2022
Remit 30 days
$17 000. 

51. Burning up time by being incompetent in the management of communications and 
instructions, as per  Executor instructions.   Running an AI pigsty.  

52. $2 000 per day.   11th - 28th July 2022.  = 17 days = $34 000. 
53. Please remit payment to  

Leith Masters 
53.1.BSB: 633 000 
53.2.Acc# 144 077 567 

54. Costs are ongoing until this matter is resolved in Law. 
55. Legal fiction is not recognised. 
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